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Question: An attorney is leaving a law firm. The departing attorney has been the lead 
attorney or assisted another attorney at the firm in a number of client matters. What 
should the firm’s remaining attorneys do with the files for those clients? 
 
Answer: The file for each client matter belongs to the client, except for those items in 
the file for which the firm has borne uncompensated out-of-pocket expenses, such as, 
but not limited to, transcripts. Formal Opinion 115, as amended. Even if the attorney or 
firm has not been paid for services rendered, a firm or lawyer must comply with a 
client’s direction to transmit the file to the departing attorney or new counsel. A client 
who is notified of the departure of that client’s attorney should be informed that the client 
file will continue to be housed at the firm until and unless the client communicates his or 
her wishes as to the disposition of the file. The client file should not be removed or 
copied by the departing attorney unless the client so directs.  

Client-Lawyer Relationship 
Communication 
Opinion Number: 20060060 - Rule Number: 4-1.4 
 
QUESTION: An associate of Attorney's firm is leaving Attorney's firm. Attorney's firm will 
give written notice to the clients whose employment agreements bear the associate's 
signature that the associate is leaving. Attorney's firm proposes to say that one of the 
partners would continue handling the case. Since the attorney leaving the firm is an 
associate, and not a partner, of the firm, should Attorney's firm also include a statement 
that such clients are free to ask the associate to continue with their case or to hire 
completely different counsel? ANSWER: The same procedures apply when an attorney 
leaves a firm regardless of an attorney's status in the firm. It does not matter whether 
the attorney was a partner, associate, "of counsel," etc. The clients who must be notified 
are the clients for whom the attorney provided material representation. If it is actually 
possible for the departing associate to continue to represent these clients, the clients 
must be notified of that option.  
For further information about the duties when an attorney leaves a firm, please see the 
article, The Right Way to Leave Your Firm. It is available in the Articles section of 
www.mo-legal-ethics.org or by contacting the Legal Ethics Counsel office. 

 
 

 



Declining or Terminating Representation 
Competence 
Opinion Number: 20030049 - Rule Number: 4-1.16; 4-1.1 
 

QUESTION: Attorney's law firm recently lost the attorneys in its litigation department 
and those attorneys are not able to continue to handle the litigation. Before leaving, one 
of the attorneys won a trial on a personal injury case. The case was reversed and 
remanded for new trial. Attorney's firm does not have anyone who can represent this 
client adequately. Attorney's firm has been unsuccessful in securing other counsel for 
the client. The case is not on a trial docket. May Attorney's firm withdraw under these 
circumstances? 
ANSWER: It is permissible for Attorney's firm to seek to withdraw, if you the firm can do 
so at a time that will not be materially adverse to the client. Whether a case is on a trial 
docket would be one factor in determining whether withdrawal, at a given time, will be 
materially adverse. However, there could be other factors to consider, such as 
discovery, court orders, etc. If there are no factors that will cause withdrawal to be 
materially adverse to the client, Attorney's firm may seek to withdraw, notwithstanding 
the fact that the client has been unable to find other counsel. 
Whether Attorney's firm is permitted to withdraw is entirely in the discretion of the court. 
If the court refuses to allow withdrawal, under Rule 4-1.16(c), Attorney's firm must stay 
in the case and represent the client. Attorney's firm should be sure to inform the court of 
its concerns about its ability to adequately represent the client, in the course of seeking 
leave to withdraw. 

Client-Lawyer Relationship 
Imputed Disqualification: General Rule 
Opinion Number: 980163 - Rule Number: 1.10 
 
QUESTION: Attorney is an associate with Firm A. Attorney has done very little workers" 
compensation work for Firm A. The work that has been done has been research for 
partners of Firm A and Attorney has appeared at one deposition. Attorney is considering 
leaving Firm A and joining Firm B. The bulk of Firm B´s workload is workers" 
compensation cases. Attorney feels that if Attorney joins Firm B, Attorney would 
inevitably be working on files that were being defended by Firm A. Question 1. If 
Attorney has not personally had any contact at Firm A with the file, would it be a conflict 
for Attorney to work on that case at Firm B? Question 2. If Attorney has not personally 
had any contact at Firm A with a file, is there any possibility that after Attorney is 
employed by Firm B, Firm B would be disqualified from continuing to represent a 
claimant when the claim is being defended by Firm A? ANSWER: If Attorney joins Firm 
B, under Rule 4-1.10, Firm B will have a conflict of interest regarding any matter in 
which Attorney participated while at Firm A or about which Attorney was privy to 
confidential information. Confidential information includes all information obtained in the 
course of representation, from any source. Attorney would have a conflict, and therefore 
Firm B would have a conflict, if Attorney obtained information formally or informally 
through casual conversation, conferences, firm meetings, etc. This opinion does not, in 
any way, affect the ability of the tribunal to rule on a motion to disqualify. 



Client-Lawyer Relationship 
Communication 
Opinion Number: 970197 - Rule Number: 1.4;1.16(d);Cupples 
 
QUESTION: Attorney is considering terminating the association with Attorney´s current 
employer. Attorney plans to open a firm or seek employment with another firm. Attorney 
believes that because Attorney is materially involved in the representation of the firms 
clients, and many of the clients perceive Attorney to be their attorney, that the clients 
should be notified of Attorney´s departure. What is Attorney´s obligation to inform clients 
of the impending change? ANSWER: Attorney has a duty, individually or in cooperation 
with the firm, to notify the clients whose cases Attorney primarily handled or with whom 
Attorney had significant contact, that Attorney is leaving the firm. The client should also 
be informed that they have the option of being represented by Attorney or the firm, (if 
both are willing and able to do so), or by some other attorney of their choice. The 
Supreme Court of Missouri addressed this issue in the recent case of In Re Cupples, 
No. 79063 (Mo.banc 1997). 

Client-Lawyer Relationship 
Conflict of Interest: General Rule 
Opinion Number: 960145 - Rule Number: 1.7(a);1.10 
 
QUESTION: Attorney will be leaving the firm in a couple of months. Attorney will be 
taking a plaintiff´s case. Before Attorney leaves the firm, an attorney who is representing 
the defendant in that case is scheduled to join the firm. Does Attorney need to change 
the departure date to avoid a conflict? ANSWER: Under Rules 4-1.7(a) and 1.10, 
Attorney and the other attorney may not continue on opposite sides of the same case 
while they are in the same firm. The only way that Attorney can avoid this problem is by 
Attorney´s departure from the firm before the other attorney joins the firm. 

Client-Lawyer Relationship 
Declining or Terminating Representation 
Opinion Number: 950184 - Rule Number: 1.16 
 
QUESTION: Attorney will be leaving the firm. Attorney asks about the obligation to 
inform the clients Attorney brought to the firm and the clients whom Attorney is currently 
representing. Attorney asks whether the firm file is available to clients who wish to be 
represented by Attorney or someone else outside the firm. ANSWER: Attorney does 
have an obligation to inform clients Attorney brought to the firm and clients whom 
Attorney is currently representing of Attorney´s departure. The firm has a concurrent 
obligation to make sure that these clients are informed. There is no set procedure for 
accomplishing this notification. It is best if the firm and the attorney who is leaving work 
together on this matter. Regardless of who informs the client, the client may be told that 
the client has the option of staying with the firm, going with the attorney or going with 
any other attorney of the client´s choice. Of course, if either of the first two choices are 
not available due to conflicts or some other reason, the client should not be presented 
with the option that is not available. The original of the file on the case belongs to the 
client. Therefore, the attorney or firm chosen by the client should have the original file 



unless the client consents to receiving only a copy. This should be accomplished by 
working with the firm. If the firm has advanced expenses to purchase items, such as 
copies of records or transcripts, it does not have to relinquish those items until it has 
been reimbursed. Formal Opinion 115, as amended, addresses this topic. 

Information About Legal Services 
Communication of Fields of Practice 
Opinion Number: 930150 - Rule Number: 7.4;1.16;7.3 
 
QUESTION: Attorney is leaving the firm. Attorney has two letters drafted to send to 
clients. One letter for clients Attorney cannot represent further because of conflicts in 
the new firm. The other letter gives clients the choice of going with Attorney, staying 
with old firm or choosing other representation. This letter indicates that Attorney is going 
with a new firm "specializing in" the same area of law. ANSWER: The letters do not 
violate the rules. However, either the words "specializing in" must be deleted or the Rule 
4-7.4 disclaimer must be included. The words "practicing in" or other words which do 
not state or imply specialization could be used instead. The name of the new firm 
should be included in the letter which offers the option to go with Attorney to the new 
firm. 

 


